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B A C K G R O U N D :

The U.S. Apparel industry is an almost $70 billion

area when estimated by the worth of industry

shipments. It stays one of the main areas of the

assembling business and positions among the top

business sectors on the planet by sending out

esteem: $23 billion during 2018.

After the Covid19 outbreak, the dynamics of the

industry changes worldwide. Though all the

economies faced a major clash but still slowly and

gradually many businesses and industries

managed to have their power back. One of the

industries among these was the apparel industry

in America. 

In this report, we will discuss the evolution of the apparel industry and highlights the

major factors that are now playing a great part in the growth of the industry. This

research report is a part of secondary research conducted to analyze and study the

change in the apparel industry, its business models, strategy, consumption patterns of

consumers, and methods to influence and diverts the minds of consumers. This research

highlights the whole dynamic of the apparel industry that has evolved in the year 2021. 

It managed to grab back its originally among consumers and retain its position by going

digitalized. 



I N T R O D U C T I O N

As per the calculation, it was expected that the development of the apparel industry

would rise from $527.08 billion in the year 2020 to $635.17 billion in the year 2021 at a

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) which is 20.5%. The development is

predominantly because of the organizations adjusting their tasks and recuperating from

the COVID-19 effect, which had prior prompted prohibitive regulation measures

including social removing, remote working, and the conclusion of business exercises

that brought about functional difficulties. The market is relied upon to reach $842. 73

billion out of 2025 at a CAGR of 7%.

The apparel industry has always been in highlights and discussions due to its active

trends and continuous growth. From new entrants entering the market to new

technology integrated into the industry, the apparel industry has made sure to be the

center of attention. In times of Covid when many industries faced a downfall apparel

industry still managed to stabilize its growth by going digital. This is by it is successfully

running even today. Apparel manufacturing is in the increasing phase. It is considered

one of the important parts of the textile value chain. Where it is on the verge of growing

it is also facing many delicate issues with its production, marketing skills, maintaining

quality, intensive competition, etc. Moreover, there is a paradigm shift in retailing with

the entire stores going online.



E V O L U T I O N  O F
A P P A R E L  I N D U S T R Y :
The apparel industry varies from country to country which means that every country

beholds its market trends. The major impact on the apparel industry of the United

States of America during times of covid is as follows. 

Apparel markets are in their full swing. All the clothing organization are redesigning

their strategies to compete in the highly competitive market. Every day new entrants

enter the market and make their place with the help of their unique ideas. In 2021 after

a period of covid many new apparel ventures came upfront and changed the face of the

market through their unique and different strategies. 

Given below shows the CARG rate of growth that is expected between the year 2020 to

2026 in the apparel industry in different categories.

M O R E  E N T R A N T S  I N  T H E  M A R K E T :



Where covid situation has decreased the income level of people so is the consumption

pattern. People either tend to purchase less or are more prone to purchase during

times of sales. Income has become an essential element to define the purchasing

behavior of people. Apparel is a basic need of humans which by time was converted

into wants. But in this struggling time when the survey was conducted and people were

asked to define their purchasing pattern, following answers and results were given. 

S A L E S  I S  A N  I N T E G R A L
S T R A T E G Y  T O  B O O S T
R E V E N U E :  

This indicated that most of the people in the past 12 months have purchased apparel at

large during the times of sales promotion because covid has highly impacted their

disposable income which affects their purchase patterns. 



The consumer is the king of the market now. There are a lot of competitors in the

market which compete for the chunk of consumer’s income that is disposed of on their

wants. Therefore, it has become crucial to inform the consumers more about the

product and services that can help them make their purchase decision. More

information tends to provide more clarity therefore consumers prefer detailed

information about the products and services.

D E T A I L E D
I N F O R M A T I O N :

Figure 1: Spending patron based of Certain attributes. 

S T R O N G  B R A N D  I M A G E

According to the secondary research conducted by Aqua Apparel over the

consumption of apparel in 2021, brand image plays an integral part in influencing the

purchase decision of the consumers. If a brand is not well recognized and does not have

a strong brand image it tends to lose its consumers. A recent time study conducted for

the US market states that brand image has a positive influence on consumers’ minds,

and they tend to purchase more because of the strong image that creates strong brand

recognition for the brand. A strong brand image brings in more potential consumer

that is ready to spend money
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Expanding interest for online shopping is the

apparel industry growth during Covid.

Manufacturers have been able to sell their

items on a bigger stage than previously, which

has built their client base topographically

driving the development of the apparel

industry. In the USA web-based business has

recorded remarkable growth and has

expanded because of the shifting preferences

to online due to fear of transmission of the

virus. Social distancing has brought in the

prospect of growth to online businesses. 

S H I F T  T O  D I G I T A L I Z E D
S E L L I N G :  

Although Covid has affected economies at large, modern technologies have helped

organizations and economies to recover. Integration of technology into methods and

strategies and going digitalized has transformed the perspective of business. So is the

case with the apparel industry. At the initial time of the Covid apparel industry also

faced a major setback but with the idea of digitalization and work from home many

apparel businesses recovered and many apparels, ventures came into existence. Sales

promotions and being transparent helped the businesses to boost their growth and

create a strong brand image that in return brought high revenues. This report

concludes that even after a major setback apparel industry has displayed noticeable

growth and is expected to grow in the future too. The apparel industry is a highly

progressing industry around the globe and is always in highlight because of its

exceptional performance and will continue to be due to its upcoming achievements. 

C O N C L U S I O N :


